
Welcome to Elements Restaurant, a fine dining
experience that celebrates the intricacies and allure

of nature through the lens of gastronomy. 
We believe that true appreciation of the world's

beauty lies in breaking it down into its fundamental
components, its Elements. Inspired by the core four

elements of nature and the captivating surroundings
of Santorini, our menu harmoniously blends these
Elements and flavors, inviting you to embark on a
culinary journey that stirs emotions and rekindles

cherished memories.
 

Drawing inspiration from our collective past,
everyday life, and profound sentiments, our menu
reflects the deep connection between taste and

perception, inviting you to explore and understand
the world through the medium of food. Each dish is
thoughtfully crafted to not only tantalize your taste

buds but also to evoke profound feelings and
transport you to a realm where the senses

intertwine.
 

Join us, where the symphony of flavors, the poetry of
presentation, and the embrace of nature converge

to create an unforgettable dining experience.
Discover the depth and richness of taste, and allow
us to guide you on a remarkable culinary odyssey
that resonates with your soul. Open your senses,
savor every morsel, and let us transport you to a

world where the elements come alive on your plate.
 



KING CRAB

SCALLOPS

BREAD & BUTTER

CHAWANMUSHI

SHABU SHABU

TURBOT

AGED PIGEON

ASIAN FLAVORS

prices are in euros and inclusive of all taxes
service charge not included

all menu items and prices are subject to change according to seasonality and availability

210€ Per Person + 90€ wine pairing 



TOMATO

AMBERJACK

BREAD & BUTTER

KAGIANAS

TIGANOPSOMO

SMOKED COD &VINES

'SOFIGADO' - LETTER FROM THE IONIAN

GALATOPITA

 

prices are in euros and inclusive of all taxes
service charge not included

all menu items and prices are subject to change according to seasonality and availability

185€ Per Person + 80€ wine pairing 


